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Volume II Chapter 58 The Jealousy 

 "Cough cough......" 

Su Su all of the sudden was dragged behind by the Tantai Ye Lie. She was 

caught off guard. Since her acupuncture points were sealed and it did not do 

her any good, she was falling freely and her body was out of control. When 

her body reached the ground, she cough to relieve the stuffiness, it helped 

made her breathing steady. Su Su felt that her own body was pressing into the 

body of a human. That person made a hum sound several times. The human 

was coughing but did not make any sound.  Su Su was startled and hurriedly 

got up and moved to the person’s side. The place was darker than above and 

she can only see fuzzy shadow. This person should be Tantai Ye Lie. It was too 

dark and she does not know where he hurt himself. Su Su can only asked in a 

low voice, “ Hey, are you alright?”  

The person on the ground moved and but did not answer.  Su Su just thought 

of going up to him to help him up, after all she fell unto him to lessen the 

impact of her fall. Without waiting for her to come, suddenly there was a 

noise behind her and in the next moment someone was gripping her waist 

tightly again, pulled her and she found herself held by powerful arms. 

She had the sense of being caught again, Su Su  hastily attacked  the person’s 

lower jaw as always, but because her internal strength was not that strong, 

her fist was caught and that person held her fist, encircled her with another 

free hand by the waist  and did not loosened, instead pulled her tighter. Su Su 

prepared to trample him using her foot, she clenched her teeth and prepared 

to stomp him  but suddenly felt the breath of that person,  and the embrace as 

if … … somewhat familiar? She saw him before she fell; Su Su paused 

tentatively and asked, “Mo Yuan?” 

"Um..hmm" That person  complied with one low whisper. 

Su Su heaved a sigh, "Why don't you make a sound!  You frightened me to 

my wits end. " 

His hold on her waist slackened a little, but he did not fully released her. Su 

Su smelled the scent of blood on Mo Yuan and panicked, "You're hurt? " 

He did not reply but kept silent, Su Su was used to it , she felt the hand that 

grabs her fist was wet and slimy, it was the feeling of blood. Su Su pulled 

down his hand to take a look, after staying in the dark for so long, her eyes 

was able to fully adapt to the darkness. Su Su saw the palm of Mo Yuan was 

soaked with blood and the blood was still flowing incessantly, the flesh was cut 

off and will give a person a creepy feeling. Su Su frowned, “How did you get 

injured? " The wound does not look like he just received it that moment but 

sometime ago, and this person does not know how to bandage? 

"Hiss!" 

The cave was exceptionally quite, a crisp sound of fabric being torn can be 

heard and the cloth strip gently wrapped his bleeding palm. Mo Yuan’s 

gloomy and cold facial appearance finally calmed, Su Su wrap his hand really 

fast, even in dark, she was also able to handle the wound very well.  Of course, 

she never saw Mo Yuan looking at his palm, smiling at the soft light blue cloth 

that wrapped his wound; his deep cold feeling finally subsided. Unfortunately, 

after reaching this better mood with difficulty it was broken abruptly.  

"My beauty, for you I hurt my arm and while falling I was hugging you then 

you fell on me, perhaps you also broke my leg.  How come I got all this and 

received nothing ? You should also help me get bandage?" This Tantai  Ye 

Lie was not easy, he just got back his consciousness from being a human 

padding after the fall, yet in this gathering even a local thug will  be mad  for 

fully  assailing a woman with  flirtations. 

Did you not snatch me, so you get your arms hurt? You should not drag me 

down the hole so you do not break a leg? Su Su was about to scold him, so he 

get what he deserves, but she felt the shadow swiftly darted out of her side.  

Su Su have not figured out what was going on, the two figures were immersed 

on the dogfight, both was trying to dispose each other very quickly. In the 

darkness, she can barely see their moves but that swift and fierce working off 

aggression were demonstrating that two people were not having just ordinary 

moves. Li Yang stood in one side silently watching, he has no interest of 

undertaking the task,  he seemed very confident of his master’s skill,  but 

Tantai Ye Lie’s martial arts was not weak either, but right now it was 

impossible to see. 

Su Su took one look at the two people fighting hard, while their visions were 

locked at each other. She carefully observed her surroundings, everything 

around them was total darkness, and she could not see the complete picture 

properly. Su Su squatted down, using her feet she groped for something. She 

picked some stones, the size of a bird's eggs and threw them in four directions; 
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North, South, East and West then listened to the echo. After the stone hits the 

wall, she made an analysis that the cave was not actually big, but very deep. 

Overhead was the mouth of the spring and the luminous stone was giving out 

a very soft and gentle light. 

The altitude from the mouth of the spring was about 50 ten feet tall, Su Su 

went to touch the next wall and it was full of sharp rocks, the trace of 

something made using chisel, it cannot be described as a natural cave  but it 

was opened by cutting the stones artificially. Who made this cave? What this 

cave used for? 

 She lifted her head and still found the two fighting. They probably already 

crossed more than hundred moves, Su Su shook her head and shouted,  "Can 

you two stop fighting first . Look here, it was very strange!" 

They have fought ten more moves before they separated. Su Su could not see 

if they have any injuries, but their breathing was not very stable. 

"Come on. We cannot stay here for a long time." Mo Yuan arrived at Su Su’s 

side. 

She wanted to leave the place, Su Su pointed to the mouth of the spring with a 

wry smile and said, “How do we go up? My qing gong is limited." 

Su Su’s wrist was suddenly grabbed by someone, afterward a finger tip was 

feeling her wrist and it seemed that Mo Yuan wanted to find out what 

happened to her. She told him in a soft whisper,” He sealed my vital points.”  

The pressure on her wrist was a bit too heavy, a sound coming from that the 

distant location, that mad voice sounded once again, “Xiao Su , you come 

here! I will help you untie the acupuncture points. This acupuncture 

technique was especially studied by Tantai’s and an average person could not 

unlock it." 

Su Su frowned, if her vital points could not be untied, she will be unable to use 

her internal force, it was extremely difficult just to move.  Listening to Tantai 

breathing, it no longer seemed steady. Just a moment ago he had supported 

her a great deal, if he passed out now, he may not be able to unlock her vital 

points. She has Mo Yuan and Li Yang now, she did not necessarily have to be 

afraid of him. Su Su pondered for a moment and made the decision. 

She was about to walk when her arm was caught immediately. Su Su was very 

puzzled and looked at that person in the dark but she could not see his 

expression, he did not say anything either. Su Su suddenly felt a hand slowly 

put on her upper body and then ... ... a deep endogenic force was slowly 

pouring into her upper body.  

He… he was using his internal energy to help her break through the sealed 

conduits?  

Su Su was surprised, using internal forces to break through the acupuncture 

points was not easy, if mishandled, it will hurt the conduits where the vital 

energy circulates. To break through the sealed acupuncture points, the 

internal energy of the person must be extremely deep and the energy that will 

be consumed will be enormous. Now the surroundings were too dark, he need 

to conserve his energy, how can Mo Yuan spent this amount of force for her?! 

Su Su wanted to move back but his hands bonded tighter and the influx of 

force was stronger. She decided dare not to move heedlessly fearing that it will 

harm her and waste his internal energy.  

Su Su closed her eyes. She felt that kind of energy slowly scoured all her 

passages where the vital energy circulates and soon enough two points that 

have blockades and were flushed one after another. Because Mo Yuan used an 

endogenic force to unblock the passages, she did not feel like she just had an 

impeded blood flow, instead she felt she was full of vitality and a happy energy 

was circulating.  

This at this moment, his hand was also removed silently, Su Su heard the 

sound of his breathing near her ear. He was controlling his breathing secretly, 

he wants to ask him if he was okay but she  feared that the Tantai  Ye Lie was 

monitoring  to Mo Yuan and if he realizes that his internal force was spent, he 

might just popped in. Although Li Yang was there on the side, she need not be 

worried even if Ye Lie popped, but after several fights, she found that this 

person was very cunning. It was better to be careful. 

Since she cannot ask, Su Su can only hold the arm of Mo Yuan gently, after 

some little time, Mo Yuan  patted her hand, hinted that he was alright. 

His finger tips were ice-cold making Su Su felt very sorry but they must get 

out of there. Su Su once again looked up the luminous stone overhead and 

said, “I will try to go up." 

Su Su positioned herself below the mouth and with eye fixed on the place 

above, she moved using the internal force and leap using a Shiba Lian 

movement, soared above, the lithe body moved vertically for 10 ten feet , 

turned in the mid air and get  several feet more , with this altitude even Li 

Yang won’t be able to reach, unfortunately 50 ten feet was far too high, Su Su 

has exhausted her energy and can only fall back. 



 

 

“ Whew!” Su Su spewed out a foul air, shook her head, " No  good, that  was 

too high, I do could not draw more force in the middle and could not go up 

further. We have to find somewhere else to get out.” 

Su Su planned to walk along the cliff, slowly tried to find another way out, 

perhaps she can also find another chamber that will open up..  

“Stop looking here, this place has no exit." Mo Yuan said in a deep and soft 

voice with the sound of some several points of exhaustion. 

"Why?" Su Su blurted out, then again changes her mind and asked," How do 

you know that there was no exit here? " 

For a very long time, Mo Yuan replied, "Here, this is the tomb pit of Mo 

Sang." 

"?"  Su Su’s heart skipped a beat. 

In the darkness, Tantai  Ye Lie’s eyes which was resigned suddenly 

brightened up. 

When Mo Yuan first came here, he knew of the mouth spring position , in 

Huan Lang Island  this location has the most abundant  ‘yin’ (negative energy 

or gloom) , but under the mouth of the spring, clouds were gathering . Having 

such a massive gathering of ’yin’, this place was very likely the tomb pit of Mo 

Sang.  He doesn’t have any opinion or impression about little Aunt, let alone 

emotional, but also he did not want to disturb her sleep.  So he wanted to 

take Su Su out of there. Furthermore, disturbing her sleep, according to Mo 

Sang’s character she was not that simple and harassing her tomb, she will not 

let it off lightly. If they do not leave sooner it will be difficult to keep this life.  

Su Su now believed that they did not accidentally rushed unexpectedly to the 

tomb pit of Mo Sang . No, clearly this was done with intention! Su Su looked 

indifferently to that person in the darkness, "Tantai Ye Lie, you already knew 

that the place where the Lingshi was located, there is Mo Sang tomb pit 

underneath? You came here for something, what are you looking for?" 

In the darkness one can hear his hiss, laughing, “I am not the uncanny in 

guessing, how will I to know that below was the tomb pit? I seized you, so you 

definitely cannot escape, I wanted to hide with you, when the noontime comes, 

Huan Lang Island will be breached by then. I will get out of here again. I 

came to this place out of curiosity where the Lingshi was placed but there was 

actually nothing special about it” 

Su Su does not believed one word that he spoke, but at this moment going to 

understand this individuals’ reason for coming was most important, 

discovering his eloquence of speech was not the priority.  

Su Su came closer to Mo Yuan and whispered , “Is there really no exit? If this 

pit was a tomb, why we haven’t seen Mo Sang’s coffin? Also the mouth was 

too small how you can fit in a coffin to be transported in here, therefore there 

was certainly a secret chamber, and there must some institution to access the 

chamber.  

Mo Yuan shook his head, " After we came in, we are blocked from coming 

out, we can only exit by the spring’s mouth. "Mo Yuan naturally knew, that 

Mo Sang's body will not be kept in it, but once they opened up the place where 

she lay repose, he could not think of the kind of crisis they were going to 

encounter. 

Since they can come, certainly they can exit, even if they were blocked 

afterwards, there was always a trace of something. Su Su actually favored 

looking for an exit, but the attitude of Mo Yuan was very strange, he probably 

did not think that he was weird even right now, he was even holding and 

pulling her by the hand.  

Su Su was still thinking and wanted to asked that question that 

was bothering her heart, when she suddenly hear a light sound and the stone 

platform under their feet vibrated unexpectedly. 

Mo Yuan grabbed her hand quickly and tightly... … 

 


